
Novena’s team of experts has been
creating innovative multimedia
solutions, for clients in Croatia and
abroad, with a help of 3D printers. 

BCN3D Succes stories

ABOUT NOVENA

Novena d.o.o. is a digital Media Studio based in Zagreb, Croatia.
Over the last 30 years Novena has acquired a wealth of experience
in developing multimedia presentations of tourist locations -
cities, provinces, museums, exhibitions and cultural and natural
heritage sites. Novena’s team of experts has been creating
innovative multimedia solutions for clients in Croatia and abroad.
Their motto from the beginning is “steady development and
growth” with continuous monitoring and adopting the latest
technologies. That is how they came to idea to merge software
and hardware solutions by using latest 3D printing technology.



To make functional and apealing protection for the tablets
with installed audioguides, Novena decided to use for this
application, as for numerous other projects they produce,
professional FDM/FFF 3D printers. 

In this particular case, over 500 different casings for tablets
with audioguides were produced by 3D printing on BCN3D
printers. All these in a matter of days and in a high resolution.

Alongside with the casings, custome designed chargers for
storage and tablet charging were 3D printed on their BCN3D
printers. In the pictures you can see market ready advanced
technological products that have specific educational use. 
 This wouldn't be possible without adapting latest 3D printing
technologies in the production process.

Given the different locations, technical conditions and the
way of using tablets with the application of a multimedia
guide by clients and users (guidance in the exterior, interior,
on board, etc.), Novena had to design, develop and produce;

- custom design charger for tablet storage and charging
- protection for the tablet from damage, which at the same
time allows the insertion of the strap for carrying the tablet
around the neck, its storage in the charger drawer and
charging the tablet battery

Due to the faster replacement of current tablet models with
new ones, which usually have new dimensions, different
positions of control buttons, slots and types of charging
connectors, cameras, Novena must quickly ensure the
production of chargers and protectors for tablets with a new
design.

 

Novena delivers one of its main products, the N3-Guide
multimedia guide application to the customers, to use on
a tablet, as a “plug and play” learning system.

This includes the production of an application with
multimedia content (augmented reality, 2D, 3D animation,
video, audio), the installation of the application on tablet
devices and final delivery of tablets with a chargers to the
customers in Croatia and abroad.

FDM/FFF 3D printing was used because of its production
speed, functionality, flexibility and cost-effectiveness for
making tablet casings prototypes, and small series of
products, in a high resolution. 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
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DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmwTIVYRBqc


All the tablet casings were made on BCN3D Sigma D25 and
BCN3D Epsilon W50 3D printer with integrated Smart Cabinet.
Producing casings with BCN3D printers enabled Novena to finish
the end products that can be used right away by customers.

These are multimedial high end products that are user friendly
and safe to use. 3D printed casings and chargers are aesthetically
appealing and can be easily personalised for each customer.

BCN3D 3D printers allowed Novena to produce 2 times faster, to
have compatible enclosures and with significant time savings.
With 3D printed casings they protected electronic equipment
worth thousands of euros that could otherwise got damaged.

Implementing BCN3D printers allowed Novena to facilitate
production process on a numerous projects. In the future, besides
the tablet casings, they are planning to 3D print different
mockups for museum settings and multimedial exhibitions.
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WHY CHOOSING BCN3D PRINTERS?

In the 3D printing process Novena used BCN3D slicer software
(Stratos) to prepare the tablet casings 3D models for 3D printing
in the easiest and fastest way possible. This simplified the whole
3D printing preparation process and saved production time.

Materials that were used (PETG and TPU) were chosen because
of their outdoor application, toughness and impact resistance.
This way casings are made to protect the electronic devices and
be almost indestructible by external influencas. TPU is famous for
its flexibility because it is a combination of plastic and rubber.

"We chose PETG and TPU materials because of their mechanical
properties and longevity. TPU, besides its high impact resistance,
is very pleasant to the touch and aesthetically appealing" Ervin
Šilić CEO

3D PRINTING PROCESS

BCN3D printers were chosen because they can make 3D prints
in high quality resolution. Using duplication mode, it is possible
to double the production capacity at the same 3D printing
speed. This facilitates serial 3D printing production, and it was
very helpfull when 3D printing 500 tablet cases. BCN3D printers,
also, have filament storage in a Smart Cabinet which ensures
humidity control and more functional 3D printing.
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